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Abstract With recent eﬀorts to build foundational certiﬁed software systems, two diﬀerent approaches have been proposed
to certify thread context switching. One is to certify both threads and context switching in a single logic system, and the
other certiﬁes threads and context switching at diﬀerent abstraction levels. The former requires heavyweight extensions
in the logic system to support ﬁrst-class code pointers and recursive speciﬁcations. Moreover, the speciﬁcation for context
switching is very complex. The latter supports simpler and more natural speciﬁcations, but it requires the contexts of
threads to be abstracted away completely when threads are certiﬁed. As a result, the conventional implementation of
context switching used in most systems needs to be revised to make the abstraction work. In this paper, we extend the
second approach to certify the conventional implementation, where the clear abstraction for threads is unavailable since both
threads and context switching hold pointers of thread contexts. To solve this problem, we allow the program speciﬁcations
for threads to refer to pointers of thread contexts. Thread contexts are treated as opaque structures, whose contents are
unspeciﬁed and should never be accessed by the code of threads. Therefore, the advantage of avoiding the direct support
of ﬁrst-class code pointers is still preserved in our method. Besides, our new approach is also more lightweight. Instead
of using two diﬀerent logics to certify threads and context switching, we employ only one program logic with two diﬀerent
speciﬁcations for the context switching. One is used to certify the implementation itself, and the more abstract one is
used as an interface between threads and context switching at a higher abstraction level. The consistency between the two
speciﬁcations are enforced by the global program invariant.
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Introduction

Thread context switching is an indispensable component of operating system kernel and thread implementations. Certiﬁcation of its implementation is essential
in building foundational certiﬁed software systems.
Generally speaking, context switching is the computing process of saving and restoring the state of a
processor such that it can be shared by many tasks.
Below we show the C interface of the swapctxt subroutine, which implements thread context switching.
void swapctxt(ucontext ∗ old, ucontext ∗ new)
Here old points to the structure used to save the current machine context (i.e., values of registers), and
new points to the new machine context structure to be
loaded. Implementation of the subroutine is usually

done with assembly language, which directly accesses
machine registers. In Fig.1 we show an x86 implementation of the subroutine.
swapctxt:
;; save old ctxt
mov eax, [esp+4]
mov [eax+0], 0
mov [eax+4], ebx
mov [eax+8], ecx
mov [eax+12], edx
mov [eax+16], esi
mov [eax+20], edi
mov [eax+24], ebp
mov [eax+28], esp

;; load new ctxt
mov eax, [esp+8]
mov esp, [eax+28]
mov ebp, [eax+24]
mov edi, [eax+20]
mov esi, [eax+16]
mov edx, [eax+12]
mov ecx, [eax+8]
mov ebx, [eax+4]
mov eax, [eax+0]
ret

Fig.1. Implementation of thread context switching.
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thread queue pointed to thrd. It contains two pointers
pointing to the machine context structures of A and B,
respectively (see Fig.3).

Fig.2. Thread context switching.

As shown in Fig.2, arguments old and new are
passed on stack (at [esp+4] and [esp+8] respectively).
They point to execution contexts of the current thread
and the target thread to be switched to, respectively.
The function saves all the registers except eax into the
old context, and loads the new context into registers. It
is important to note that the stack pointer esp is also
changed. Therefore, when the function returns, it uses
the return address (ra2 shown in Fig.2) stored on the
stack of the target thread instead of the current thread.
1.1

thread
mov
mov
mov
mov
mov
mov
mov
mov
push
push
call
add
jmp

A:
ebx, buf
eax, 1
[ebx], eax
ebx, thrd
edx, [ebx+4]
ecx, [ebx]
[ebx], edx
[ebx+4], ecx
edx
ecx
swapctxt
esp, 8
thread A

thread B:
mov ebx, buf
mov eax, 0
mov [ebx], eax
mov ebx, thrd
mov edx, [ebx+4]
mov ecx, [ebx]
mov [ebx], edx
mov [ebx+4], ecx
push edx
push ecx
call swapctxt
add esp, 8
jmp thread B

Why Formal Certification

Apparently, this piece of code is rather small in contrast to other parts of system software and seems trivial
to ensure its correctness by informal testing. However,
it is necessary to certify context switching formally in
order to construct fully-certiﬁed system software, such
as operating system kernels or thread library, where
every part of software should satisfy its formal speciﬁcation.
Obviously, testing is insuﬃcient to prove that the
code satisﬁes speciﬁcations. In this paper, we give formal specifications and methodology for certifying context switching, not only for certifying its implementation code, but also for certifying code invoking context
switching. For instance, thread-schedulers in realistic system software invoke context switching frequently
and are critical to the safety of whole system. They are
error-prone and need to be certiﬁed.
Our long-term goal is to certify realistic operating
system kernels, hypervisors and other modern system
software. The work presented in this paper aims to
provide a foundation for reasoning about the code of
concurrency base.
1.2
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Challenges

We explain the challenges of certifying context
switching code with a small example with two threads,
as shown in Fig.3. Thread A sets a shared memory cell,
pointed to by buf, to 1 and then switches to thread B,
which resets the memory cell to 0 and switches back to
thread A. In the shared memory, there is also a simple

Fig.3. Two simple threads.

To modularly certify the program, that is, to certify each of the three parts (i.e., threads A, B and
swapctxt) without knowing the implementation details
of the other two, the following three problems need to
be addressed.
Manipulation of Return Code Pointers. When function returns, it needs the value stored on top of the
stack as return address. The return address of a normal function is the same one passed to it by the caller.
However, swapctxt changes the stack pointer. So when
called at line 11 of thread A, swapctxt does not return
to ra1 shown in Fig.2, which points to the line 12 of
thread A. Instead, it returns to ra2 , which points to
the line 12 of thread B. To certify swapctxt, we need
to prove that it always uses a valid return address.
Specifying the Context Switching. The smart implementation of swapctxt gives threads the illusion that
a function call of swapctxt returns back immediately.
However, as shown in Fig.3, before swapctxt ﬁnally returns to the calling thread (e.g., thread A), the control
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has been transferred to a diﬀerent thread (thread B).
This presents issues before us: should the behavior of
the thread B be viewed as part of the swapctxt as well?
And how can swapctxt be speciﬁed without knowing
in advance the thread it may switch to?
Abstraction of Thread Contexts. Thread contexts
are used in both threads and context switching.
Threads A and B in Fig.3 should be aware of contexts
and pass their pointers to swapctxt. This makes it difﬁcult to build a proper abstraction for threads where
the contexts are just part of the runtime support and
should be invisible to programmers. We will explain
more about the problem in the next subsection.

logic[5] or using simulation proofs[6] to get a fully certiﬁed system. Speciﬁcations of the context switching subroutine in this approach are simpler than those by Ni
et al. They agree with the programmer’s intuition naturally. However, to make the abstraction work, code at
diﬀerent abstraction levels must access disjoint parts of
the memory. The previous works[6-8] following the second approach fail to address the third problem. They
cannot certify swapctxt and the two threads in Figs.
1 and 3, because both sides hold pointers of the thread
contexts. Their context switching subroutines are implemented diﬀerently from swapctxt, and their threads
cannot access the memory of contexts.

1.3

1.4

Previous Approaches

Recently, two diﬀerent approaches have been proposed to certify the context switching, which represent
two diﬀerent methodologies to build foundational certiﬁed software systems.
The ﬁrst approach, proposed by Ni et al.[1-2] , uses
a very general and expressive logic system to certify
all the modules in the system, including threads and
context switching. They address the ﬁrst problem by
proposing a Hoare-style logic with support of ﬁrst-class
code pointers (a.k.a. embedded code pointers)[3-4] . By
giving proper “types” to code pointers, their logic prevents any misuse of the code pointers. Despite its generality, it requires heavyweight extension of the assertion
language to specify code pointers. To address the second problem, Ni et al.[1-2] applied polymorphic and recursive speciﬁcations to abstract away the data used
by threads. As we will explain later in Section 6, this
method yields complex program speciﬁcations that are
hard to understand. Since they try to certify threads
and context switching at the same level and there is no
abstraction for threads, neither is the third problem.
The second approach certiﬁes threads and the context switching at diﬀerent abstraction levels using different veriﬁcation systems. At higher abstraction level
for threads, the concrete representation of their execution contexts and return code pointers in memory are
abstracted away. They are modeled as mathematical
structures accessed only by an abstract context switching operation. Therefore, the return code pointers
are not ﬁrst-class data at higher level. At lower level,
we only need to ensure that the context switching saves
registers into and loads new values from proper places,
and then jumps to a code pointer stored on top of
the stack of the target thread. Speciﬁcation of context switching behavior can be spared from the threads’
point of view because threads are not certiﬁed at lower
level. After being certiﬁed, code at the two levels can
be linked together either using a general foundational

Our Work and Contributions

In this paper, we design a lightweight veriﬁcation
framework to certify both threads and context switching. Our work follows the aforementioned second
methodology, with extension to certify the swapctxt
subroutine. In particular, we make the following new
contributions in this paper.
• Our framework can certify swapctxt without
changing its implementation and interface. To address the third problem mentioned in Subsection 1.2,
program assertions for threads are enabled to refer to
pointers of thread contexts. However, the contexts are
treated as opaque structures whose contents are inaccessible from threads and are left unspeciﬁed. Therefore, the only way a thread can use context pointers
is to pass them to swapctxt. This eﬀectively prevents
updates of contexts from threads. So we can still build
abstractions for threads and avoid supporting ﬁrst-class
code pointers.
• To abstract away the implementation details of
thread contexts and context switching, we give two different speciﬁcations for swapctxt at the thread abstraction level. One is at lower abstraction level and speciﬁes the concrete behavior of the subroutine. The other
is at higher level and is used as an abstract interface
to threads. The gap between the two diﬀerent speciﬁcations are bridged by the global program invariant.
Both speciﬁcations are simpler and more natural to understand than those used by Ni et al.
• Unlike previous works[7-8] , we use one set of rules
to certify both context switching and threads, instead
of using two diﬀerent program logics. This makes our
framework more lightweight since we no longer need the
OCAP framework[5] to link code at diﬀerent abstraction
levels.
• Since we can now certify swapctxt, we compare
our speciﬁcations and proofs for swapctxt with those
by Ni et al.[1-2] This is a direct comparison of the
two representative methodologies to build foundational
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certiﬁed systems, i.e., the one-logic-for-all approach versus the approach using multiple abstraction levels.
We have formalized the framework in the Coq proof
assistant, including machine model, logic rules and
soundness proof for the framework.
In the rest of this paper, we ﬁrst introduce the basic
settings in Section 2. We then informally describe the
basic ideas of our approach in Section 3 and present
the formal details of our framework in Section 4. We
show how to certify code in our framework, report the
veriﬁcation results, and compare it with the work by Ni
et al. in Section 5. Lastly, we discuss the related work
in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.
2

Basic Settings

To clearly illustrate the work, we ﬁrst present the
basic settings, including meta language, simpliﬁed machine model and its operational semantics.
Mechanized Meta-Language. First of all, a mechanized meta-language is required to formalize all the

concepts in this paper, such as the machine model,
programs, speciﬁcations, program logic rules, related
theorems and proof. The meta-language we use is calculus of inductive constructions (CiC) and supported
by the Coq proof assistant, by which we implement all
the work presented in this paper.
(Term) A, B ::= Set | Prop | Type | X|λX : A.B
| A B | A → B | ∀X : A. B | ∃X : A. B
| inductive def. | . . .
CiC is a typed lambda calculus, and its syntax, shown
above, follows the conventions of common lambda calculi. For example, A → B represents function spaces.
It also means logical implication when A and B have
sort Prop. In addition, Prop is the universe of all propositions, Set is the universe of all datasets, and Type is
the (stratiﬁed) universe of all terms.
Machine Model. In this paper, we model the x86
CPU in real-mode, and present the formal deﬁnitions
of machine model in Fig.4. To better illustrate the main

Fig.4. Simplified x86 machine model.
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ideas, we omit some physical machine features, such
as variable-length instruction encoding, bits-arithmetic,
segmentation. A machine conﬁguration M contains a
code heap C, a mutable state S, and an instruction
pointer ip. A code heap C is a segment of memory
mapping addresses to machine instructions. It is readonly and isolated from the mutable data heap H. A
machine state S consists of a general purpose register
ﬁle, a mutable data heap H and a ﬂags register F, which
only contains the zero ﬂag for simplicity. A label l is
a memory address which may point to either a data
structure (in H) or an instruction (sequence) (in C).
For maps, such as H and C, notations of set operations
are overloaded to specify the similar operations. For
example,  speciﬁes disjoint union, ∈ is including, \ is
excluding, and ∅ is an empty set. H{l
w} means the
new data heap updated at location l with w.
The basic machine instruction set covers the common x86 instructions for arithmetics, control transfer,
conditional branch and data movement. It is easy to
add more instructions to our abstract machine. It is
worth noting that in our machine model, every instruction is assumed one-word-size long.
We deﬁne an operation C[f] to extract an instruction
sequence starting from f in C.
⎧
if C(f) = jmp f, call f,
⎪
⎨ C(f),
C[f] 

⎪
⎩

or ret,
C(f); C[f + 1], otherwise.
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invariant to ensure the existence of a well-formed control stack in memory, and thus to guarantee the safety
of function returns. Similarly, our certiﬁcation framework maintains a global invariant to specify well-formed
machine context structures in memory. As a result, the
program logic only needs to certify that the programs
always switch to these well-formed contexts.
We explain the basic ideas about our framework and
related global invariant in the following Subsection 3.1,
and discuss how we achieve the goal of reasoning about
embedded code pointers in Subsection 3.2.
3.1

Basic Ideas

Memory Partition. To support modular reasoning, the whole memory H is logically divided into several parts: private memory of each thread H0 , . . . , Hn ,
shared memory Hs and memory Hc storing data of all
machine contexts.
H = (H0  · · ·  Hn )  Hs  Hc .
As illustrated in Fig.5, we deﬁne diﬀerent memory invariants over these partitions. The private memory of
current thread Hi merged with the shared memory Hs ,
Hi  Hs , satisﬁes the predicate of well-formed thread
WFThread (deﬁned in Fig.6). The private memory of
each ready-thread satisﬁes the predicate of well-formed
ready thread WFRdyThrd. The memory Hc is separated from others, so that the machine context data of
all threads is hidden from thread code and kept valid.

Operational Semantics. The relation M → M indicates that the machine conﬁguration M steps to the machine conﬁguration M . The relation M →k M means
that M reaches M in k steps, and →∗ is the reﬂexive
and transitive closure of the step relation.
NextS(i,ip) S S NextIP(i,S) ip ip
(eval).
(C, S, ip) → (C, S , ip )
The relation NextS speciﬁes state transition of one machine execution step and NextIP the next program execution point. The formal details of NextS and NextIP
are presented in Fig.4.
3

Our Approach

As mentioned in Subsection 1.4, our approach follows the second methodology, which is also used in
SCAP[9] and previous work[7-8] . In SCAP, a code speciﬁcation consists of a precondition p and an action
g, rather than using the methodology reasoning about
ﬁrst-class code pointers, to support modular certiﬁcation of function call, especially the last return instruction of a function. The SCAP logic maintains a global

Fig.5. Context switching.

Two Specifications for Context Switching. In our
framework, two speciﬁcations are given to context
switching, one for certifying the implementation code
of context switching and the other for certifying the
code of threads, so to realize certiﬁcation modularity.
Take the implementation of context switching in Section 1 as an example, it is obvious that the code to
store the registers of CPU to old context structure and
restores the registers from the new context structure
will not aﬀect the validity of the new and the old context pointers. A simple speciﬁcation of context switching (θG
sw ) can be given without any information about
the embedded code pointer stored in the new context
structure. Therefore, the ﬁrst-class code pointers problem occurring in certifying the context switching implementation can be avoided and the certiﬁcation would
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be largely simpliﬁed.
Given the separated thread private memory, the
thread-local speciﬁcation of context switching θL
sw will
be easy to deﬁne, specifying that the private memory
of a thread will be unchanged during a context switch.
Machine Context Abstraction. The locations of those
machine context structures will be used by thread code
to save and restore contexts, but the data stored in
machine contexts should always be valid. We introduce
two new notations, X to specify the data of all the machine contexts, and X to specify the locations of all the
machine contexts. A machine context mc contains eight
general purpose registers in R.
(MCtxSet)
X ::= {l
mc}∗
∗
(MCtxLabelSet) X ::= {l}
(MCtx)
mc ::= R .
We let code speciﬁcations be parameterized by X and
put these data in shared memory Hs . In this way, even
though the thread code can get and pass the locations of
context structures to context switching function, they
cannot modify the data of machine contexts. Similarly,
we introduce a variable t, which indicates the location
of the current thread machine context, as a parameter
of the speciﬁcations, just like X. The predicate MapX
(in Subsection 4.1) is to ensure that X is consistent with
the data in the memory partition Hc .
Thereby, the speciﬁcations in our veriﬁcation framework will be like:
p  λt, X, S. · · ·
g  λt, X, X  , S, S . · · ·
When certifying, the old context pointer passed to context switching function should be equal to the logical
value of t, while the new context pointer should belong
to X and be unequal to t.
The locations of machine context structures are
stored in the shared memory Hs , so that they may be
accessed by threads. To ensure these locations are consistent with the structures in Hc , the invariant of shared
memory INV is parameterized by t and X. Thus, only
part of threads information are exposed to each others
via the shared memory.
Tagged Specifications. The speciﬁcations are parameterized by three arguments, t, X and S. The speciﬁcations for thread code will be passed diﬀerent arguments from those for context switching. Since θG
speciﬁes the global semantics of the context switching,
S passed to the code speciﬁcation of context switching
is the global machine state while t and X can be any
values. On the other hand, code of threads only manipulates partial memory, thus S passed to the code

speciﬁcation of threads is a partial state conﬁguration.
We distinguish these two kinds of speciﬁcations by tags.
The global speciﬁcation θG
sw and thread-local speciﬁcaare
tagged
by
G
and
L, respectively.
tion θL
sw
Tagging speciﬁcations with the global and local tags
allow us to present the key ideas of our paper without using the OCAP framework. We use a single set
of inference rules for reasoning both thread code and
context code.
3.2

Discussion

To ensure the validity of embedded code pointers
stored in machine context structures, we ﬁrstly disallow
the modiﬁcation of them via memory partition. Then
we abstract machine context locations as X and t and
pass them to thread speciﬁcations. Our certiﬁcation
framework keeps a global invariant which states that
all the embedded code pointers in the machine context
structures are valid. Thus, we can certify the safety
of a context switch operation once we know the switch
destination belongs to X but t.
Meanwhile, the semantics of context switching are
speciﬁed by two diﬀerent speciﬁcations, both of which
have nothing to do with the validity of embedded code
pointers in machine context structures. Therefore, our
approach avoids reasoning about ﬁrst-class code pointers and results in a more lightweight certiﬁcation framework than Ni’s work. Our certiﬁcation framework still
supports modularity of certiﬁcation. A more detailed
comparison and some experimental results will be given
in Subsection 5.2.
4

Formal Verification Framework

In this section, we present formal details of our veriﬁcation framework, covering speciﬁcation language, inference rules of program logic, and soundness proof of
the whole framework.
4.1

Specification

Speciﬁcations describe the predicted code behaviors.
To certify code, programmers need to give a set of speciﬁcations , which is a ﬁnite map from code labels f to
code speciﬁcations θ. In our framework, a code speciﬁcation θ is a triple, consisting of a precondition p, an
action g and a tag b. The precondition p and action g
are like the notations used in original SCAP[9] but they
have two extra arguments, t and X, as we explained in
Section 3.
(SpecSet) ::= {l
θ}∗
(Spec) θ ::= (p, g, b)
(Pred) p : Label → MCtxLabelSet → State → Prop
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(Grt) g : Label → MCtxLabelSet → MCtxLabelSet
→ State → State → Prop
(Tag) b ::= G|L.

any precise memory predicate. The deﬁnition of precise memory predicates is given below:

In a code speciﬁcation θ, precondition p speciﬁes
the precondition before machine executes an instruction. The action g is a state transition relation, which
speciﬁes actions performed by some instructions. Also,
action g can be viewed as a predicate composed of a
precondition and a postcondition, and relating the machine state of current point and the machine state of
return point. In other words, g speciﬁes the remaining
actions of the current function before return. We use
a speciﬁcation tag b to distinguish the code of threads
(L) and context switching implementation (G).
Separation Logic Notations. We deﬁne some notations commonly seen in separation logic[4,10] . These
notations are formalized as shallow embedding in the
meta-language CiC.
HA
Top
!P
l → w
l →
A1 ∗ A2

AH
 λH.True
 λH.H = ∅ ∧ P
 λH.l = NULL ∧ l = 4n ∧ H = {l
 λH.H∃w.(H  l → w)
 λH.∃H1 , H2 .H1 H2 =
H ∧ (H1  A1 ) ∧ (H2  A2 )
l → w  l → w ∗ Top
A1 − ∗A2  λH2 .∀H1 , H.H1 H2 =
H ∧ (H1  A1 ) → (H  A2 )
l → w0 , . . . , wn  l → w1 ∗ l+4 → w2 ∗ · · · ∗ l+
4n → wn .

w}

We use H  A if a memory predicate A is valid
with H. A1 ∗ A2 asserts the memory H1  H2 in which
H1  A1 and H2  A2 hold. Top is valid with any
memory. l → w asserts a memory block with only one
memory cell, at address l with content w.
A machine context structure is 8-word-size and contains eight general purpose registers.
mctx

l −→R  λH.H  l → R(eax), R(ebx), . . . , R(esp)
mc0 , . . . , ln
mcn }
MapX(Hc , X)  X = {l0
mctx

mctx

∧ Hc  l0 −→ mc0 ∗ · · · ∗ ln −→ mcn .
The predicate MapX relates an abstract machine context set X with a block of memory Hc . X can be regarded as the data dumped from Hc .
Invariant of Shared Memory. The invariant INV is
a predicate over shared memory, but it is an abstract
variable in our framework and can be instantiated to

INV : Label → MctxLabelSet → DataHeap → Prop
Precise(A)  ∀H1 , H2 , H.H1 ⊆ H ∧ H2 ⊆ H ∧
(H1  A) ∧ (H2  A) → H1 = H2 .
Note that INV is parameterized by t and X. Thus, the
locations of all machine contexts can be stored in the
shared memory and visited by threads.
Specifications of the Context Switch. Two diﬀerent
L
speciﬁcations θG
sw and θsw are deﬁned for context switching, as shown below.
G
G
θG
sw  (psw , gsw , G)

pG
sw  λt, X, (H, R, ).∃R , old , new.
mctx

mctx

H  old −→ ∗ new −→R ∗ Top ∗
R(esp) → , old , new ∗ R (esp) →
gG
 λt, X, X  , (H, R, ), (H , R , ).∃ old , new , ip, ip  .
sw
⎫
⎧ mctx
mctx
⎪
⎪old −→ ∗ new −→R ∗ R(esp)
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨
→ ip, old , new ∗ R (esp) → ip 
H H .
∧
mctx
mctx

⎪
⎪old −
→R{eax
0}
∗
new
−

→R
∗
R(esp)
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩
→ ip, old , new ∗ R (esp) → ip 
G
G
The global speciﬁcation θG
sw , deﬁned as (psw , gsw , G),
speciﬁes the global semantics of the context switching
and is tagged by G. The precondition pG
sw requires two
machine context structures pointed by old and new,
which are stored on stack. The notation stands for
a value that we do not care about, and actually, it is an
existentially quantiﬁed value. The action of the context
switching gG
sw requires that: the register ﬁle of poststate R be equal to the values saved in the context
structure in the pre-state; the return address stored on
the stack of post-state be exactly the value saved in the
context structure in pre-state; the register ﬁle R and
the return address ip of pre-state be saved to context
structures in post-state.
A
The memory relation of the form
is deﬁned
A
as below:

A
A

H H  ∃H1 , H1 , H2 .(H1  H2 = H)∧
(H1  H2 = H ) ∧ (A H1 ) ∧ (A H1 ).

It relates memory H before some actions and memory
H after the actions. It says that a part of memory,
H1 , satisﬁes A; and after the actions, this part will be
changed to H and satisfy A ; while the rest of memory
H2 will keep unchanged. This kind of relation is used
to specify the memory changes by some actions.
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L
L
θL
sw  (psw , gsw , L)

pL
sw  λt, X, (H, R, ).∃old , new .old = t ∧ new =
t ∧ new ∈ X ∧ H  INV t X∗
R(esp → , old , new
gL
sw

 λt, X, X  , (H, R, ), (H , R , ).∃old , new , ip. ∧
R{eax

0} = R {eax

0} ∧

INV new X ∗ R(esp) → ip, old , new
INV old X  ∗ R (esp) → ip, old , new
H H ∧ R t X X 
R  λt, X, X  .X = X  .
The thread-local speciﬁcation of context switching,
is used to certify the code of threads and tagged
by L. The precondition pL
sw requires: the shared memory satisfy the invariant INV t X; there be three values
on the top of stack, return address ip, context structure
pointers old and new; old be equal to t; and the value in
new belong to X but not be equal to t. The action gL
sw
θL
sw ,

requires: shared memory change from INV new X to
INV old X; the registers ﬁle be unchanged across context switching; the values on stack be unchanged; and
machine context labels satisfy the relation R. In this
paper, since we only consider the context switching, the
machine context label set X will be unchanged always.
But it is easy to enrich our framework with context
loading, context making and context saving support by
specifying the machine context changing in the relation
R.
As explained in Section 3, these two speciﬁcations
for the context switching play important roles in our
veriﬁcation framework and make it possible to certify
context switching in a modular and lightweight way.
4.2

Inference Rules

A set of inference rules are used to prove the judgments for well-formed machines, code heaps, and instruction sequences. The rules are presented in Fig.6.

Fig.6. Inference rules.
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Auxiliary Definitions. The following auxiliary deﬁnitions are used in inference rules. The notation X is
a short synonym for the domain set of MapX. The action gfun is the requirement of the stack balance during
function calls. The notation gid speciﬁes the identity
state transition. We wrap the state transition function
NextS(i,ip) as an action g(i,ip) . The notation g{zf} is an
action that speciﬁes an identity state transition with
the ﬂag zf. The relation retaddr takes two arguments,
a label f and a state S, and requires that the value on
the top of stack H(R(esp)) be equal to the label f.
X  dom(X)
gfun  λt, X, X  , S, S .R(esp) = R (esp)∧
H(R(esp)) = H (R (esp))
gid  λt, X, X  , S, S .X = X  ∧ S = S
g(i, ip)  λt, X, X  , S, S .NextS(i,ip) S S ∧ X = X 
g{zf}  λt, X, X  , S, S .S = (S.H, S.R, {zf})∧
X = X
retaddr  λ(f, S).∃(H, R, F).S = (H, R, F)∧
H(R(esp)) = f.
Combination of p and g. Some combination operations over predicates p and g are deﬁned to simplify the
inference rules. The term enable(p, g) means that the
precondition p implies the precondition within g. The
combination of p g is a predicate which speciﬁes the
post-state described by g. The term g◦g is a composed
action. The term p ◦ g is the action whose precondition
is strengthened by p. The term p ⇒ p means that the
precondition p implies p . The term g ⇒ g means that
the action g implies g .



enable(p, g)  ∀t, X, S.p t X S ⇒ ∃X  , S .g t X X  S S
p g
 λt, X, S.∃X0 , S0 .p t X0 S0 ∧
g t X0 X S0 S

 λt, X, X  , S, S .∃X  , S .g t X X  S S ∧
g◦g
g t X  X  S S
p◦g
 λt, X, X  , S, S .p t X S ∧ g t X X  S S

p⇒p
 ∀t, X, S.p t X S ⇒ p t X S



g ⇒ g

 ∀t, X, X  , S, S .g t X X  S S ⇒
g t X X  S S

Well-Formed Machine — (mach). A machine conﬁguration is well-formed if there exists a speciﬁcation
θ such that: the imported speciﬁcations set
is the
subset of the exported speciﬁcations set  by code C;
the code heap satisﬁes the exported speciﬁcations set

with the imported speciﬁcations set ; the current
state of machine S is well-formed with respect to the
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speciﬁcation θ and the imported ; and the current
instruction sequence C[ip], from the label ip, is wellformed with respect to θ.
Well-Formed Code Heap — (cdhp). A code heap
C is well-formed with an exported speciﬁcations set 
and an imported speciﬁcations set , if for every code
label f in the domain set of  , the instruction sequence
C[f] is well-formed with respect to  (f). Moreover,

the global speciﬁcation θG
.
sw should be exported in
Well-Formed State — WFState. There exist two different deﬁnitions for the well-formedness of global machine state according to the speciﬁcation tags. As described before, tags classify the code of threads and
context switching, which manipulate diﬀerent parts of
memory.
With tag G, WFState speciﬁes the conditions of a
well-formed machine state when machine runs in context switch code: S satisﬁes the precondition p; before
context switching function returns, there is always a
return address f on the stack; there is a speciﬁcation
(f ), which is satisﬁed by the machine state after machine returns from context switching.
The WFState, tagged by L, speciﬁes the conditions
of a well-formed global machine state when machine
runs in the code of threads:
1) the whole memory of the state is divided into several blocks, the private memory of every threads Hl0
to Hln , the memory containing data of contexts Hc , and
the shared memory Hs ;
2) there exists an abstract machine context set X,
which satisﬁes the relation MapX with Hc ;
3) there exists a t, which belongs to the domain set
of X and indicates the location of the machine context
of the current thread;
4) the local state of current thread, which consists of
Ht  Hs , current register ﬁle R and current ﬂag register
F, satisﬁes the well-formed thread predicate WFThread;
5) for every machine context label in X except for
t, , X and the state (Hl , Rl , ) satisfy the well-formed
ready-thread predicate WFRdyThrd.
Well-Formed Thread — WFThread. The predicate
WFThread speciﬁes that the state S of the current running thread t satisﬁes the speciﬁcation θ: the tag in
speciﬁcation is L; t, machine context label set X and
state S satisfy the precondition p; and they also satisfy
the guarantee g via WFStack predicate.
Well-Formed Ready-Thread — WFRdyThrd. The
predicate WFRdyThrd states that a ready thread is wellformed if:
1) there is a return address ipl stored on the top of
thread stack;
2) the speciﬁcation (ipl ) is tagged by L;
3)
(ipl ) and the state (H, R, F) after the ret
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instruction satisﬁes WFThread if the private memory is
merged with the shared memory speciﬁed by INV t X  ;
4) the current X and the X  in future (when the
ready thread is activated) satisfy the relation R.
Well-Formed Control Stack — WFStack. The predicate WFStack is to specify the well-formed chain of
return addresses recursively. If the ﬁrst argument, the
depth of the control stack, is zero, there will be no
return address at the bottom of stack, that is, the machine cannot execute return instruction when the control stack of thread is empty. If the depth is n + 1, the
well-formed control stack requires that
1) the post-state S of g contain a return address f ;
2) S step to any state S by ret instruction;
3) for f , there be a speciﬁcation in , (p , g , L);
4) S satisfy p ; and
5) the rest of control stack in S be well-formed with
respect to g .
Well-Formed Instruction Sequence — (seq). The
remaining rules are used to reason about an instruction
sequence from the label f under a speciﬁcation θ. The
rule (seq) speciﬁes a well-formed instruction sequence
led by the sequent instructions, including arithmetic,
data movement and stack instructions.
The premises of (seq) include that: 1) the rest instruction sequence I is well-formed under a speciﬁcation (p , g , b); 2) the precondition p implies the action
of instruction i; 3) the precondition p bound with instruction action implies p ; 4) the action g , which is
bound with instruction action and strengthened by p,
implies g.
The rule (jmp) is straightforward, and it speciﬁes
the conditions of well-formed jump instruction: the precondition p implies the precondition of jump destination p and the action of jump destination g implies g.
The rule (je) is like (jmp) and also straightforward.
The rule (ret) says if the precondition p implies
the action g, then the return instruction is well-formed.
This rule checks whether a function action is ﬁnished
eventually.
The most interesting rule is (call), which speciﬁes
the conditions of the well-formed instruction sequence
led by call instruction and most of these conditions are
deﬁned as combinations of p and g. Note that the
speciﬁcation tag L in the conclusion indicates that only
threads can call functions. To support certifying context switching, the speciﬁcation of called function belonging to
is merged with (swapctxt, θL
sw ).
4.3

Soundness Proof

The soundness proof of our framework with respect
to the machine operational semantics is proved by the
approach of proving type soundness. Following the

progress and preservation lemmas, we can guarantee
that certiﬁed program in our framework is safe to execute.
Safety. Safety of the machine conﬁguration means
that the execution of the machine will not go stuck; the
machine state always satisﬁes the corresponding speciﬁcation. The safety can be deﬁned formally: if a machine
conﬁguration M steps to M , the machine conﬁguration
M can at least execute one step to M .
Safety(M)  ∀n, M .M →n M → ∃ M .M → M .
Since the proof is tedious and long, we omit
the proof details here. The complete proof is fully
mechanized in the proof assistant Coq, and interested readers may download it from our website
(http://kyhcs.ustcsz.edu.cn/certos/swap/) to check it
by Coq.
Lemma 1 (Consistency of swapctxt Speciﬁcations).
For any specifications set
and state S, if S is wellformed under the thread-local specification θL
sw , then S
is also well-formed under the global specification of context switching θG
sw .
We can prove that a well-formed machine can execute a call instruction as follows.
Lemma 2 (Call-Progress). For any specification
sets ,  , code heap C, machine state S, instruction
pointer ip, if the machine configuration is well-formed,
 (C, S, ip), and the ip points to a call f instruction, then there exists a new state S and a new ip such
that the machine can step to a new machine configuration (C, S, ip) → (C, S , ip ).
Lemma 3 (Call-Preservation). For any specification
sets ,  , code heap C, machine state S, instruction
pointer ip, if the machine configuration (C, S, ip) is
 (C, S, ip), and the machine steps to
well-formed,
a new configuration (C, S, ip) → (C, S , ip ) by a call
instruction, then the new configuration is well-formed:
 (C, S , ip ).
Lemma 4 (Progress). For any specification sets
, code heap C, machine state S, instruction pointer
ip, if the machine configuration is well-formed,

(C, S, ip), and the ip points to call instruction, then
there exists a new state S and a new ip such that
the machine can step to a new machine configuration
(C, S, ip) → (C, S , ip ).
Lemma 5 (Preservation). For any specification sets
, code heap C, machine state S, instruction pointer
ip, if the machine configuration is well-formed,

(C, S, ip), and the machine step to a new configuration
(C, S, ip) → (C, S , ip ) by call instruction, then the
new configuration is well-formed:
 (C, S , ip ).
Theorem 1 (Safety). For any machine configuration M, if it is well-formed under specification set ,
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 M, then it will be safe, Safety(M).
5

INV λt, X, H.∃lr , v.lr ∈ X ∧ lr = t∧
H  thrd → t, lr ∗ buf → v∗!(v = 0 ∨ v = 1).

Verification Results

In this section, we demonstrate how to certify the
code in Subsection 1.2 modularly. The code consists
of three parts, thread A, thread B, and the context
switching implementation.
5.1
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Certifying Context Switching and Threads
Code

It is easy to certify that the context switching implementation satisﬁes its global speciﬁcation θG
sw . We
use Csw to specify the code heap containing the context switching implementation. By the inference rules
presented in Subsection 4.2, we can have the following
judgement.
∅  Csw : {swapctxt

θG
sw }.

Then we give a memory invariant to specify the
shared memory.

It contains:
• the pointer to the context structure of the current
thread;
• the pointer to the context structure of the other
thread;
• the buﬀer of data.
The invariant satisﬁes the precise requirement.
Lemma 6 (INV-Precise). For any context label t
and label set X, the invariant INV t X is precise, that
is, Precise(INV t X).
In the following, we use instruction sequence rules
to prove the well-formedness of code of two threads (A
and B), according to the speciﬁcations in Fig.7: CA
and CB are to specify the code heaps of threads A and
B, respectively. A and B are to specify the speciﬁcations of threads A and B:
A

 {threadA

(pA , gA , L), lab1

(pA3 , gA3 , L)}

B

 {threadB

(pB , gB , L), lab2

(pB3 , gB3 , L)}

Fig.7. Specifications of threads.
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By the inference rules in Subsection 4.2, we can
prove that the code heaps of threads A and B are wellformed:
A

 CA :

A

B

 CB :

B

By the rule (cdhp), we can prove that the complete
code is well-formed:
A

B

 CA CB Csw :

A

B {swapctxt

θG
sw }.

We give an initial machine state S0 , which is wellformed with respect to the speciﬁcation of entry point,
A (threadA):
A



B

 S0 : (pA , gA , L).

Then the following code safety theorem holds.
Theorem 2 (Code-Safety). Safety((CA  CB  Csw ,
S0 , threadA)).
5.2

Comparison with Ni’s Work

Ni et al. applied the theory of XCAP[3] to certify
context switching. To support certifying ﬁrst-class code
pointers, a speciﬁcation language PropX is introduced
to support the predicate cptr, which can relate the jump
destination f and its speciﬁcation p, cptr(f, p). It is
worth noting that the predicate cptr cannot be deﬁned
straightforward, and much research[3,11-12] has been devoted to deﬁning it. The language PropX is deeply embedded inside the meta-language, and then cptr is a
primitive logical operator. The validity of cptr(f, p) is
guaranteed by the consistency property of the language
PropX and the soundness of program logic XCAP.
To support modular reasoning, impredicative polymorphic predicates are supported by the language
PropX to write for context switching a modular speciﬁcation, which uniﬁes the global semantics and thread
local semantics:
⎧
⎫
∃[aenv , anewenv , aprvold ].mold ∗ aprvold ∗ aenv
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∗∃[a
].m
∗
a
prvnew
new
prvnew
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
R
∧cptr(ecp new , aenv ∗ mnew ∗ aprvnew

∗∃[aprvold ].mold ∗ aprvold
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

R
⎪
⎪
⎪
∧cptr(ecp
,
m
∗
a
∗
a
))
prvold
newenv ⎪
⎪
⎪
old
old
⎩
⎭
∧cptr(ret, mold ∗ aprvold ∗ anewenv )
swapctxt :
mov eax, [esp+4]
···
ret
{⊥}.
In the precondition of context switching code,
mold and mnew specify the machine context structures pointed by old and new arguments before context

switching. mold speciﬁes the machine context structure
pointed by old when context switching is ﬁnished, while
mold speciﬁes the old machine context structure after
the program return to the same thread which called
context switching. mR means values stored in current
registers are equal to the values stored in the described
structure. The deﬁnitions of these memory predicates
are omitted here and it will not impede readers comprehension. ecp new and ecp old refer to the two embedded
code pointers stored in context structures after context
switch. aenv asserts the memory of environment except
for the old and new context structures. anewenv speciﬁes
the memory of environment except for the old context
structure after the context switches back to the original
thread. aprvold and aprvnew specify the private memory
of thread, e.g., thread stack. We may notice that the
environment memory is unknown when certifying the
implementation code of context switching alone. Actually, these environment predicates and private memory
predicates are polymorphic variables, which can be instantiated to any concrete predicate when we certify
threads.
The global semantics of context switching can be derived from the speciﬁcation above. For example, the
fact that aenv and aprvnew are preserved inside and
outside cptr(ecp new , . . .), indicates the implementation
code of context switching does not modify these two
blocks of memory. The thread-local semantics of context switching are also implied. For example, aprvold is
preserved both inside and outside of cptr(ret, . . .).
Moreover, recursive predicates have to be supported
to write speciﬁcations of threads, because several
threads may have mutually recursive expectation of
each other.
{mold ∗ mprvold ∗ mµnew } call swapctxt
{mold ∗ mprvold ∗ mµnew }

where mµnew is deﬁned recursively:
mµnew  μ α.mnew ∗ ∃[aprvnew ].aprvnew ∧
cptr(ecp new , mR
new ∗ aprvnew ∗

∃[aprvold ].mprvold ∗ mold ∧
R

cptr(ecp old , m old ∗ mprvold ∗ α)).
Their method using cptr is powerful enough to reason about any code with arbitrary control ﬂow transfers, but it is too heavyweight to reason about multithreaded program with context switching:
• The idea of supporting ﬁrst-class code pointers
(cptr) is too low-level to certify multi-threaded code,
that is, in a continuation-passing style. It will lead to
complicated speciﬁcations, which often involve many
nested cptr predicates and recursive memory predicates.
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• Since the language PropX is deeply embedded in
the meta-language, the assistant proving tools provided
by meta-language are useless in the PropX level. The
impredicative polymorphic and recursive variables lead
to higher proving costs.
Ni’s Framework

Our Framework

Spec. Lang.

4500 loc.

0 loc.

Prog. Logic

130 loc.

440 loc.

Soundness

620 loc.

3000 loc.

swapctxt

4200 loc.

1100 loc.

User Threads

N/A

900 loc.

Compilation Time

12 min.

1.5 min.

Fig.8. Comparation of Coq implementation.

Experimental statistics and comparison with Ni’s
Coq implementation are shown in Fig.8. We can see
that the XCAP program logic as well as its soundness proof is very simple, less than 1 K loc., but the
language PropX and its consistency proof (cut elimination) are heavyweight. While in our framework, the
complicated parts of framework are shifted to the program logic and its soundness proof, more than 3 K loc.
It is more straightforward and natural to certify the
code of context switching implementation and threads
in our framework, because of the more clear and comprehensible semantics of context switching. The safety
proof size (line of code) of context switching implementation is only a quarter of that in Ni’s framework. The
proof of threads is smaller too (less than 1 K loc). Our
Coq code includes an auxiliary library about 9500 loc.,
which is general and does not reﬂect the proving complexity. The compilation time of our Coq code is only
one eighth of that of Ni’s code.
6

Related Work

Verisoft. Gargano et al. showed a framework
CVM[13] to build veriﬁed kernels in the Verisoft project.
CVM is a computational model for concurrent user processes interacting with a micro-kernel. Starostin and
Tsyban presented a formal approach[6] to pervasive reasoning about context switch interleaved between user
processes and a C-programmed kernel. Their context
switch code and proof are integrated in a framework
for building veriﬁed kernels (CVM)[14] . Their framework keeps a global invariant, weak consistency, to verify context switching in the low-level, while user threads
are veriﬁed in the C language level. There is no memory
partition in their global invariant since their framework
supports virtual memory.
They adopted the second approach (diﬀerent abstractions for diﬀerent layers) to verify the context
switching from user process to kernel process and vice
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versa. More precisely, they deﬁned a local invariant for
user program and a local invariant for kernel thread.
They also proved that the assembly code performing
context switching is correct w.r.t. the global invariant. However, their context switching pattern is not as
general as ours in this paper since the abstract kernel
in CVM is sequential (only one kernel thread). Our
work abstracts the contexts of all threads and pass
them to every thread (see Subsection 3.1), and then can
be applied to veriﬁcation kernels with multiple kernel
threads. We believe that CVM can also support multiple kernel threads, as long as extended with context
abstraction.
CAP-CR. Feng et al. proposed the CAP-CR program logic[9] , which supports reasoning about coroutines modularly. Compared to our framework, their
code speciﬁcations of threads are in the forms of
(p, g, gt , gr ). The precondition p and the guarantee g
are similar to ours. The extra gt is used to specify the
action of the code segment from the current point to
the next switch point and gr is used to specify the remaining state transition between the return point and
the next switch point.
seL4. Recently, Klein et al.[15] reported that they
had formally veriﬁed seL4, a micro-kernel, but the context switching operations are assumed correct and left
un-veriﬁed. The work of this paper can be viewed as a
complement to their work.
7

Conclusion and Future Work

We extended previous work and proposed a
lightweight veriﬁcation framework for certifying lowlevel context switching in a modular way. By abstraction of context data, both the context switching implementation and threads can be veriﬁed in our framework
naturally, without regards to the problems of ﬁrst-class
pointers.
Other machine context operations are not supported
in our framework, such as context loading, context storing and context making. The ﬁrst two operations are
easy and straightforward to support in our framework.
As for context making, we believe that it will not be
diﬃcult to support if our framework supports dynamic
memory allocation. This is one of our future work.
The other direction of future work is to extend the
methodology in this paper to support certifying interrupts so as to certify preemptive schedulers of threads
common seen in modern OS kernels. Because interrupts
must be turned oﬀ when a CPU is performing context
switching, it is easy to combine our work with the work
presented in [16].
Most modern OS kernels support symmetric multiprocessor (SMP), thus it is interesting to extend our
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work with that for certifying synchronizations for SMP
(e.g., compare-and-swap instructions, spin locks and
lock-free data structures) in the future.
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